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For a class of compactly supported hypoelliptic perturbations of the Laplacian
in Rn, n3 odd, we prove that an asymptotic on the number of the eigenvalues of
the corresponding reference operator implies a similar asymptotic for the number
of the scattering poles.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction and Statement of Results
Consider a positively definite selfadjoint realization (on a suitable
Hilbert space H), G, of second order differential operators in Rn, n3 odd
(or in an exterior domain of Rn) which are compactly supported perturba-
tions of the free Laplacian &2 in Rn and satisfy the hypoelliptic estimates:
& f &s+2$Cs (&Gf &s+& f &s) \s0, \f # D(G), Gf # Hs, (1.1)
with some $ # (0, 1]. By definition, the scattering poles are the poles of
the meromorphic continuation of the cutoff resolvent /(G&z2)&1 /,
/ # C 0 (R
n) being equal to 1 on some ball B=[x # Rn : |x|\0] con-
taining the support of the perturbation. Under the above assumptions, the
cutoff resolvent admits such a continuation from Im z<0 to the entire
complex C with possible poles in Im z0 (e.g. see [10]). Denote these
poles, repeated according to multiplicity, by [*j] and consider the
counting function
N(r)=*[*j # C : |*j |r].
As was first indicated in [10], the behaviour of N(r) as r   is closely
related to the behaviour of the counting function of the eigenvalues of the
reference operator, G , obtained as the Dirichlet realization of G on the
Hilbert space H =H  L2(Rn"B) and which, under the above assump-
tions, is a positively definite selfadjoint operator of compact resolvent.
More precisely, it is proven in [10] (and by another method in [14]) that if
N (r)=*[&j : 0&jr, &2j # spec G ]9(r)
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with a function 9 satisfying some natural technical conditions, then
N(r)C9(r) (1.2)
with some constant C>0. As a consequance of (1.2), under the estimate
(1.1), one has
N(r)Crn$ (1.3)
with possibly a new constant C>0. On the other hand, by Carleman’s
theorem, as in [8], [15], one gets
:
|*j |r, Im *j#
Im *j
|*j | 2
C# rn&1 \#>0, r>1, (1.4)
with a constant C#>0 independent of r. In particular, (1.4) implies
*[*j # C : |*j |r, Im *j% |*j |]C% rn \%>0, (1.5)
with a constant C%>0 independent of r, which shows that the main con-
tribution to N(r) (modulo O(rn)) comes from the poles near the real axis.
This observation allowed Sjo strand and Zworski [13], combining it with
their precise upper bound on the number of poles near the real axis, to
conclude that if
lim
r  
9(r)
rn
=, (1.6)
then
N(r)29(r)(1+o(1)). (1.7)
On the other hand, in [12] they have proved that if
N (r)tbrp logq r (1.8)
with b>0, p>n different from an odd integer and an integer q0, then
there exists c>0 so that
N(r)crp logq r. (1.9)
The advantage of this result is that the counting function N (r) is easier to
be studed and in fact there is a large class of hypoelliptic operators for
which (1.8) holds (see [6], [7], [9], [12]).
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In the present work we show that the constant c in (1.9) can be taken
optimal, i.e., c=2b, thus, in view of (1.7), obtaining asymptotic for N(r).
We assume that
N (r)=9(r)(1+o(1)) as r  , (1.10)
with a function 9 of the form
9(r)=brp logq r
with pn, q0 not necessarily integers. Moreover, if p=n, we require
that q>2, and if p>n is an odd integer, we require that q>0.
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem. Under the assumption (1.10), we have
N(r)=29(r)(1+o(1)) as r  . (1.11)
Remark. It is easy to see from the proof that it suffices to have (1.4)
with some #>0 not necessarily small. Hence the proof still works for semi-
bounded operators, i.e., G&C with some constant C0.
According to (1.7), to prove (1.11) it suffices to get the optimal lower
bound. However, our analysis easily gives (1.7) (under the assumption
(1.10)) thus presenting a self contained proof of (1.11). Our idea is to com-
bine the method developed by Melrose [5] in order to obtain the
asymptotic for the scattering phase in the obstacle scattering with (1.4).
Thus, by the Poisson formula, we can relate the scattering phase and the
number of scattering poles modulo a polynomial P(*) of odd degree such
that |P(*)|C9(*). Since 9 is not a polynomial of odd degree, we con-
clude P(*)=o(1) 9(*), which in turn leads to the desired result. In the
most interesting case of elliptic perturbations, however, we have
N(r)=O(rn) and the problem for obtaining asymptotics for N(r) seems to
be extremely complicated. To author’s best knowledge, the only results in
this direction are due to Zworski [16], [17] who obtained such
asymptotics in the case of potential scattering for a class of radially sym-
metric potentials.
2. Relationship between the Scattering Phase and
the Number of Scattering Poles
Let G0 be the selfadjoint realization of the free Laplacian &2 in Rn,
and denote by U(t) and U0(t) the wave groups corresponding to the
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perturbed and the free operators, respectively. Let u be the distribution
defined by
(u, \)=tr | (U(t)&U0(t)) \(t) dt, \ # C 0 (R).
By the Poisson formula (see [1], [3], [4], [12]), we have:
u(t)={ e
i*j t,
 ei* j t,
t>0,
t<0,
(2.1)
where the sum is taken over all the poles repeated according to multiplicity.
By Lemma 17.5.6 of [2] there exists an even function ,1 # C 0 (&1, 1),
,1(0)=(2?)&1, with a positive Fourier transform. Given any a>1, set
,a (t)=,1 (at). We will fix a large enough later on and this function will be
denoted by ,. Define the function s, (*), * # R, by
ds,
d*
(*)=,u@(*), s, (0)=0.
Lemma 1. Under the assumption (1.10), as *  +, we have
s, (*)=9(*)(1+o(1)), (2.2)
ds,
d*
(*)=o(1) 9(*). (2.3)
Proof. Let G 0 be the selfadjoint Dirichlet realization of &2 on
H 0=L2(B), and denote by U (t) and U 0(t) the wave groups corresponding
to G and G 0 , respectively. By the finite speed of propagation it is easy to
see that
tr | (U(t)&U0(t)) ,(t) dt=tr | (U (t)&U 0(t)) ,(t) dt (2.4)
if ,(t) is supported in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of t=0. On the
other hand, by the Poisson formulas for U (t) and U 0(t) one has
tr U (t)= :
&j
2 # spec G
eit&j, tr U 0(t)= :
&j
02 # spec G 0
eit&j
0
. (2.5)
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Denote by N 0 the counting function of &0j . Thus, by (2.4) and (2.5),
ds,
d*
=|

0
(, (*&_)+, (*+_)) dN (_)
&|

0
(, (*&_)+, (*+_)) dN 0(_), (2.6)
which gives
s, (*)=|

0
N (_)(, (*&_)+, (*+_)) d_
&|

0
N 0(_)(, (*&_)+, (*+_)) d_+Const. (2.7)
Since the operator G 0 is an elliptic one on a bounded domain, we clearly
have N 0(_)=O(_n), and hence the second integral in (2.7) gives a
contribution O(*n)=o(1) 9(*). Since N (_) is polynomially bounded, for
*>1 and an integer m large enough, we have
|

0
N (_) , (*+_) d_Cm |

0
_M(1+_)&m d_C. (2.8)
Next, in view of (1.10), we have
|

0
N (_) , (*&_) d_=|

0
9(_) , (*&_) d_+R(*), (2.9)
with a remainder R(*) satisfying
|R(*)||

0
|N (_)&9(_)| , (*&_) d_
|
2*
*2
|N (_)&9(_)| , (*&_) d_+C |
*2
0
_M, (*&_) d_
+C |

2*
_M, (*&_) d_
o(1) 9(2*) |
2*
*2
, (*&_) d_+Cm |
*2
0
_M(1+_)&m d_
+Cm |

2*
_M(1+_)&m d_o(1) 9(*) (2.10)
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where m is taken large enough. To study the integral in the right-hand side
of (2.9), observe that it can be written in the form
9(*)&9(*) |
|_|*
, (_) d_+|

2*
9(_) , (*&_) d_
+|
2*
0
(9(_)&9(*)) , (*&_) d_.
And as for 0_2*,
|9(_)&9(*)||_&*| 9$(2*),
we deduce
} |

0
9(_) , (*&_) d_&9(*) }o(1) 9(*)+C |

2*
_M, (*&_) d_
+o(1) 9(*) |
*
&*
|_| , (_) d_=o(1) 9(*).
(2.11)
Now (2.2) follows from (2.7)(2.11). To prove (2.3) observe that by (2.6)
we have
ds,
d*
(*)=|

0
(, (*&_)+, (*+_)) 9$(_) d_
+|

0
(N (_)&9(_)&N 0(_))(, $(*&_)&, $(*+_)) d_.
Now (2.3) follows in the same way as above. This completes the proof of
Lemma 1.
Set
v(t)= :
Im *j=0
eit*j.
In view of (2.1), as in [5], we have that the Fourier transform of the
distribution w=u&v satisfies
d kw^
d*k
(*)= :
Im *j>0
d k
d*k
2 Im *j
|*&*j | 2
, (2.12)
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for kr1, and hence w^ # C. Choose an even function . # C 0 (R) such that
.=1 on supp ,, .^ is positive and define the function s (which can be
considered as an analogue of the scattering phase studied in [5]) by
ds
d*
(*)=(2?)&1 (.v@(*)+w^(*)), s(0)=0.
We clearly have
ds
d*
V , (*)=,u@(*).
It is easy to see that the polynomial bound on N(r) implies that the func-
tion s is polynomially bounded. For our purpose, however, more precise
information for the behaviour of s(*) as |*|   is needed. In fact, since
the function s is odd, it suffices to study it as *  +. Given any
= # (0, 12) choose an even function ‘ # C 0 (R) such that 0‘1, ‘(t)=1
for |t|1+=, ‘(t)=0 for |t|1+2=. Following [5] we define s1(*) so that
ds1
d*
(*)=(2?)&1 \ :
Im *j=0
‘ \ |*j |* + .^(*&*j)+ :Im *j>0 ‘ \
|*j |
* +
2 Im *j
|*&*j | 2+ ,
s1(0)=0.
Because of the symmetry of the scattering poles with respect to the
imaginary axis it is easy to see that s1 is an odd function. Decompose it as
s1=s&1 +s
+
1 , where the function s
&
1 is defined by
ds&1
d*
(*)=(2?)&1 \ :
Im *j=0, *j0
‘ \ |*j |* + .^(*&*j)
+ :
Im *j>0, Re *j0
‘ \ |*j |* +
2 Im *j
|*&*j | 2 +
and s&1 (0)=0.
Lemma 2. As *  +, we have
s&1 (*)=o(1) 9(*), (2.13)
ds&1
d*
(*)=o(1) 9(*). (2.14)
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Proof. The first sum in the definition of ds&1 d* is easily estimated from
above by a constant independent of *. To estimate the second sum, observe
that Re *j0 and *>0 imply
|*&*j | 2*2+|*j | 2,
and hence
ds&1
d*
(*)C+C :
|*j |2*
Im *j
*2+|*j | 2
C+C :
|*j |2*, Im *j1
Im *j
|*j | 2
+C :
|*j |2*, Im *j1
1
*2
,
which in view of (1.4) gives
ds&1
d*
(*)C1 *n&1+C1 *&2N(2*)C1 *n&1+C2 *&29(*).
Integrating this inequality gives
s&1 (*)C*
n+C*&19(*)=o(1) 9(*).
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Now we are going to relate the function s+1 with the number of the
scattering poles. Since ds+1 d*>0, the function s
+
1 is increasing and in
particular s+1 (*)>0 for *>0.
Lemma 3. For *r1, we have
s+1 (*)
N((1+2=)*)
2
, (2.15)
s+1 (*)
N((1&=)*)
2
&(O(=)+o= (1)) 9(*). (2.16)
Proof. As in [5], for *r1, one has
s+1 (*)(2?)
&1 :
Im *j=0, 0<*j(1+2=)*
|
*
0
.^(_&*j) d_
+(2?)&1 :
|*j|(1+2=)*, Re *j>0
|
*
0
2 Im *j
|_&*j | 2
d_.
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Since the integrals are bounded from above by 2? and the poles are
symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis, the above estimate implies
(2.15) at once.
To prove (2.16) observe that with a small parameter ;>0 to be chosen
later on, we have
s+1 (*)(2?)
&1 :
Im *j=0, 0<*j<(1&=)*
|
*
*j (1+=)
.^(_&*j) d_
+(2?)&1 :
|*j|<(1&=)*, Re *j>0, 0<Im *j; |*j|
|
*
|*j |(1+=)
2 Im *j
|_&*j | 2
d_
=*[*j : |*j |(1&=)*, Re *j>0, 0Im *j; |*j |]
&(2?)&1 :
Im *j=0, 0<*j<(1&=)*
\|
&=*j (1+=)
&
.^(_) d_+|
+
*&*j
.^(_) d_+
&(2?)&1 :
|*j|<(1&=)*, Re *j>0, 0<Im *j; |*j|
\|
&(|*j |(1+=)&Re *j)Im *j
&
2
1+_2
d_
+|
+
(*&Re *j)Im *j
2
1+_2
d_+ . (2.17)
Clearly, the first sum in the right-hand side of (2.17) is bounded from
above by a constant C= independent of *. To estimate the second one,
observe that |*j |<(1&=)*, Re *j>0, 0<Im *j; |*j | with =, ;>0 small
enough, imply
|*j |(1+=)&Re *j
Im *j
&
=
4;
,
*&Re *j
Im *j

=
;
.
Hence, taking ;==2, the second sum in the right-hand side of (2.17) is
estimated from above by O(=) 9(*). On the other hand, by (1.5) we have
*[*j : |*j |(1&=)*, Re *j>0, Im *j; |*j |]C= *n=o= (1) 9(*).
This together with (2.17) imply (2.16), which completes the proof of
Lemma 3.
Thus, in view of Lemma 3, to get an asymptotic for N(r) it suffices to get
an asymptotic for the function s+1 . To this end, one needs to study the
function s2=s&s1 .
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Lemma 4. As *  +, we have
s2(*)=o(1) 9(*), (2.18)
ds2
d*
(*)=o(1) 9(*). (2.19)
Proof. Clearly, s2= f +g with f satisfying
df
d*
(*)= :
Im *j=0
\1&‘ \ |*j |* ++ .^(*&*j),
and g in view of (2.12) satisfying
d k+1g
d*k+1
(*)=(2?)&1 :
Im *j>0
:
k
l=0 \
k
l+
d l
d*l \1&‘ \
|*j |
* ++
d k&l
d*k&l
2 Im *j
|*&*j | 2
for kr1. Define the function g~ (*) so that
d k+1g~
d*k+1
(*)=(2?)&1 :
Im *j>0
:
k
l=0 \
k
l +
d l
d*l \1&‘ \
|*j |
* ++
d k&l
d*k&l
2 Im *j
|*&*j | 2
,
d lg~
d*l
(0)=0, l=0, ..., k,
where this time k is the least integer for which the sum above is convergent.
It follows easily from the symmetry of the poles with respect to the
imaginary axis that g~ is an odd function. By definition
d k+1
d*k+1
(g(*)&g~ (*))=0
for some integer k large enough, and hence
g(*)=g~ (*)+P(*) (2.20)
with some polynomial P(*).
By the definition of ‘ we have that |*j | * # supp(1&‘) implies |*&*j |
= |*j | 2, and one easily obtains
} dfd* (*) }C= ,
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and
}d
k+1g~
d*k+1
(*) }C= :
|*j|*
Im *j
|*j |k+2
, (2.21)
with a constant C=>0 independent of *. Clearly, f (*)=o= (1) 9(*). We are
going to prove that
g~ (*)=o= (1) 9(*). (2.22)
Let  be the function such that 9(r)=rn2(r) and choose k to be the least
integer >(p+n)2&1. Consider the sets 41=[*j : Im *j|*j | ( |*j | )],
42 = [*j : Im *j > |*j | ( |*j | )] and put N1(r) = *[*j # 41 : |*j |  r],
N2(r)=*[*j # 42 : |*j |r]. In view of (1.4), we have
N2(r)Crn(r).
Now the sum in (2.21) is estimated from above as follows:
:
*j # 41 : |*j|*
Im *j
|*j | k+2
+ :
*j # 42 : |*j|*
Im *j
|*j |k+2
 :
*j # 41 : |*j|*
1
( |*j | ) |*j | k+1
+ :
*j # 42 : |*j|*
1
|*j |k+1
=|

*
1
(_)_k+1
dN1(_)+|

*
1
_k+1
dN2(_)
|

*
N1(_)
d
d_ \&
1
(_)_k+1+ d_+|

*
N2(_)
d
d_ \&
1
_k+1+ d_
C1 |

*
9(_)
(_)_k+2
d_+C1 |

*
_n(_)
_k+2
d_=2C1 |

*
_n(_)
_k+2
d_
2C1
(*)
*(p+:&n)2 |

*
d_
_k+2&(p+:+n)2
C2
(*)
*k+1&n
,
where :>0 is small enough and the constant C2>0 depends on : but is
independent of *. Hence, for *r1, we have
}d
kg~
d*k
(*) }C+C |
*
2
(_)
_k+1&n
d_.
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Denote by m the greatest integer p. Suppose first that m is odd. Then
k=(m+n)2 and since the function (_)_(m&n)2 is increasing, by the
above estimate we have
}d
kg~
d*k
(*) }C1+C1 (*)*(m&n)2 |
*
2
_&1 d_C2
(*)
* (m&n)2
log *.
Now, integrating this inequality k times gives
|g~ (*)|C(*)*n log *=
C log *
(*)
9(*)=o(1) 9(*),
which proves (2.22) in this case.
Let now m be even. Then k=(m+n&1)2 and as above we have
}d
kg~
d*k
(*) }C1+C1 (*)* (m&n)2 |
*
2
_&12 d_C2
(*)
* (m&n&1)2
.
Integrating this inequality k times gives
|g~ (*)|C(*)*n=
C
(*)
9(*)=o(1) 9(*),
which completes the proof of (2.22).
In view of Lemma 2 and (2.15) we have
s1(*)C1 9(*),
which combined with Lemma 1 gives
|, V s2(*)|C2 9(*).
This together with (2.20) and (2.22) imply
|, V P(*)|C3 9(*),
and since , V P(*)&P(*) is a polynomial of degree<deg P, we conclude
|P(*)|C4 9(*).
Hence deg Pp. Thus, if q>0 we conclude that P(*)=o(1) 9(*). Let now
q=0. Then p is even. We shall show that in this case deg P<p. Indeed, it
is easy to see by (2.6) that , V s is an odd function, and since so are s1 ,
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f and g~ , we deduce that , V P is an odd function. Thus the polynomial
, V P is of odd degree, and hence so is P(*). Consequently, P cannot be of
degree p. Thus in all the cases we have
P(*)=o(1) 9(*),
which together with (2.20) and (2.22) yield (2.18). Clearly, (2.19) follows
from the above analysis. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
3. A Tauberian Argument
By Lemmas 2 and 4 we have
s+1 V , (*)=s V , (*)+o= (1) 9(*),
d
d*
(s+1 V , )(*)=
d
d*
(s V , )(*)+o= (1) 9(*).
On the other hand, by Lemma 1 we have
|s V , (*)&9(*)|o(1) 9(*),
} dd* (s V , )(*) }o(1) 9(*).
By the above estimates we deduce
|s+1 V , (*)&9(*)|C(=+o= (1)) 9(*), (3.1)
} dd* (s+1 V , )(*) }C(=+o= (1)) 9(*), (3.2)
as *  +. Following [2], [5] we shall show that (3.2) together with the
fact that the function s+1 is increasing imply
|s+1 (*)&s
+
1 V , (*)|C(=+o= (1)) 9(*), (3.3)
as *  +. Before doing so, however, let us see that (3.3) would imply the
desired result. Indeed, by (2.15), (3.1) and (3.3), one has
N((1+2=)*)29(*)(1&C=&o= (1)).
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Now, making the change (1+2=)*  * and using that
9 \ *1+2=+=9(*)(1+O(=)),
one concludes
N(*)29(*)(1&C=&o= (1)) as *  +
for any =>0 with a constant C>0 independent of = and *. Hence
N(*)29(*)(1&o(1)) as *  +. (3.4)
Similarly, by (2.16), (3.1) and (3.3), one has
N((1&=)*)29(*)(1+C=+o= (1)).
Making the change (1&=)*  * and using that
9 \ *1&=+=9(*)(1+O(=)),
one gets
N(*)29(*)(1+C=+o= (1)) as *  +
for any =>0 with a constant C>0 independent of = and *. Hence
N(*)29(*)(1+o(1)) as *  +. (3.5)
Now (1.11) follows from (3.4) and (3.5) at once.
To prove (3.3) observe that by the definition of the function , we have
that there exists c>0 so that , c on [0, 1]. And as ds+1 d*>0, in view
of (3.2), for *r1 we have
s+1 (*)&s
+
1 (*&1)=|
*
*&1
ds+1
d*
(_) d_
c&1
ds+1
d*
V , (*)C9(*)(=+o= (1)).
Summing up this inequality easily gives, for any t # (&*, *2),
|s+1 (*)&s
+
1 (*&t)|C$(1+|t| ) 9(*)(=+o= (1)). (3.6)
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On the other hand, in view of the polynomial growth of s+1 , it is easy to
see that the main contribution to s+1 (*)&s
+
1 V , (*) as *  + comes
from the integral
|
2*
*2
(s +1 (*)&s
+
1 (_)) , (*&_) d_,
whose modul, in view of (3.6), is estimated from above by
C$9(*)(=+o= (1)) |
2*
*2
(1+|*&_| ) , (*&_) d_C"9(*)(=+o= (1)),
which completes the proof of (3.3), and hence the proof of the theorem.
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